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Abstract: This study conducts a holistic analysis of the performances of biometric features incorpo-
rated into Pattern Unlock authentication. The objective is to enhance the strength of the authentication
by adding an implicit layer. Earlier studies have incorporated either global or local dynamic features
for verification; however, as found in this paper, different features have variable discriminating power,
especially at different extraction levels. The discriminating potential of global, local and their combi-
nation are evaluated. Results showed that locally extracted features have higher discriminating power
than global features and combining both features gives the best verification performance. Further, a
novel feature was proposed and evaluated, which was found to have a varied impact (both positive and
negative) on the system performance. From our findings, it is essential to evaluate features (indepen-
dently and collectively), extracted at different levels (global and local) and different combination for
some might impede on the verification performance of the system.
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1 Introduction

All Android operated devices have Pattern Unlock implemented as an alternative to PIN /
Password and biometrics authentication. The pattern authentication uses a grid of 3x3 nodes
where users connect at least four nodes in a predefined order to gain access to the device.
Pattern Unlock is the most popular of the many efforts in graphical authentication. Some
others are: Draw-a-Secret [DY07], PassShapes [WL08] and Microsoft Picture Password
[St11]. Android Pattern Unlock has the advantages of being memorable and usable com-
pared to PIN and Password [CL15]. However, it has significant demerits, chief of which
is security. The method is susceptible to shoulder surfing [Ye17], smudge attack [Av10],
guessing (statistical and probabilistic) and heuristic attacks [IS17, Av10, Ue13]. Further,
it has been reported that users’ choose patterns in a way that is easy to compromise. Bi-
ases were reported in the start node selection (top-left), high frequency of patterns, highly
associative patterns with letters and digits, and under-utilisation of complex patterns char-
acteristics - overlaps, crosses and intersections [Ue13, IS17], which adversaries could use
as the foundation of attacks. Due to these weaknesses, the authentication does not provide
adequate protection to the users’ data on the device.

We investigate how Pattern Unlock security can be enhanced by incorporating biometric fea-
tures to provide multi-factor authentication. The hypothesis is that incorporating behaviour
biometric features (behaviometrics) to Pattern Unlock would enhance its security and also
preserve usability. To authenticate a user, the system would first check the pattern presented
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(if same with enrolled pattern), then verifies how the user performs it. Behavioural biomet-
ric features collected from the smartphone’s touchscreen sensors are used to verify how the
user performs the pattern. Both checks have to be true for access to be gained.

We focus on the performances (discriminating power) of different types of dynamic features
extracted both locally and globally. Two evaluations were carried out: 1) investigate the
performances of existing features, and 2) investigate the performance of a novel feature –
Pattern Accuracy. In all evaluations, global and local feature extractions were studied. The
results shows variable performances between features extracted locally and globally with
best performance when they are combined - highlighting their significance. Further, results
shows security of Pattern Unlock is enhanced by the proposed new feature and combined
features give the highest discriminating power.

The contribution of this paper is in the comprehensive evaluation of features on different
levels of extraction. Then, the introduction of a novel feature, Pattern Accuracy, which when
incorporated with existing features, provides the best system performance.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews existing studies on improving the
security of Pattern Unlock with dynamic features. Section 3 describes the research method-
ology, including data, features and experimental protocol. Results are reported in Section 4
and finally conclusions in Section 5.

2 Literature Review - Pattern Unlock with Dynamic Features

Existing literature on Pattern Unlock improvement can be categorised into two. First, static
approach, considers modification of the grid layout, selection rule alteration and persuasion
[GMM16, Co16]. Second, dynamic approach, involves incorporation of an implicit layer
into Pattern Unlock. We review the main literature in the second category (and refer the
reader to the literature on the static approach for a detailed discussion).

De Luca et al. [Lu12] first enhanced Pattern Unlock with an additional implicit layer of
security. The study was carried out with data collected from 31 participants on an Android
device. Participants were assigned unique patterns to perform 21 times in 21 days (one
per day). After the 21 inputs, the participants were asked to draw all other users’ patterns
three times as forgery samples. For each sample, (x,y) coordinates, finger pressure, finger
size, time and speed were recorded. Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) was used for evalu-
ation with a total of 645 genuine samples and 2790 forgery samples. To enrol a user, the
first five samples were used to create a template which was selected based on the lowest
warp distances (median, mean, minimum and maximum) to the other four samples. After
the template has been selected, the warp distance (median, mean, minimum, maximum and
standard deviation) to the other four samples are used for comparisons with the remain-
ing samples. The study achieved optimal performance with the template chosen based on
median warp distance with a threshold of maximum warp distance. The system obtained
398 true positives, 231 false positives, 858 true negatives, 92 false negatives with 19% false
rejection rate (FRR), 21% false acceptance rate (FAR) and accuracy of 77%.

Angulo and Wastland [AW12] conducted a similar experiment with an implicit layer on Pat-
tern Unlock. In the study, 32 participants completed the experiment, including 12 females,
ages 19 to 56 years. Four smartphones were used for the experiment: Samsung Galaxy SII
(18), Nexus S (8), HTC Legend (4) and HTC Vision (2). Participants were required to per-
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form three six-node patterns 50 times (each) consecutively. For every sample, two features
were extracted: finger-in-dot time - the time (in ms) from a finger touching a node to finger
dragging outside the node and finger-in-between-dot time - the finger movement time from
one node to the next (speed). The feature vector had a total of 11 features - six finger-in-dot
times and five finger-in-between-dot times. For analysis, the first ten samples were dis-
carded; the next 25 were used for training and 15 for testing. Performances were evaluated
with six different classifiers: Euclidean Distance, Manhattan Distance, Mahalanobis Dis-
tance, Recursive Partitioning (RPart), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Random Forest.
The EER reported for all classifiers were: 27.35% - Euclidean, 25.60% - Manhattan, 23.03%
- Mahalanobis , 29.70% - RPart, 14.06% - SVM and 10.39% - Random Forest (best).

The above literature shows that biometric features can be used to enhance the security of
Pattern Unlock authentication. However, the studies have shortcomings that we considered
in our investigation i.e. low accuracy and use of only features extracted on one level.

3 Data and Methodology

3.1 Data

Due to the unavailability of public data sets on Pattern Unlock with dynamic features, the
authors collected a new data set, which can be obtained by other researchers free of charge
by contacting the authors. The database consists of 140 participants including 82 males,
20 left-handers, and ages between 18 and 70. Data were collected on Xperia Z3 with 5.2”
touchscreen display running Android 5.1.1 OS using an app developed for this research.
Participants were tasked with drawing a nine-node pattern (in a static position - sitting -
while holding the device) seven times. Before drawing the patterns, the participants were
allowed to practice drawing patterns on the smartphone until they felt comfortable.

A static approach was adopted in which all users performed the same pattern to simulate
skilled forgeries. The researchers ensured all conditions, procedures, instructions and de-
vices were the same for all participants, ensuring consistency and avoiding variations caused
by variable experimental conditions. Further, no information was disclosed that could influ-
ence the natural behaviour of participants until after the process. The raw data recorded
were: finger press time, finger release time, finger press pressure, finger release pressure,
(selected) nodes coordinates, finger coordinates (finger path from press to release), pressure
on nodes, times at nodes, finger movement pressure and time.

3.2 Features

Features were extracted on two levels: globally and locally. In global extraction, the features
were extracted from data obtained on the entire pattern, i.e. from pattern start-to-finish,
while in local extraction, the features were extracted per node of the grid, i.e. between two
nodes. The features used include both existing (have been used in earlier studies) and a
novel feature are described in sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 respectively. In all, 112 features were
extracted both locally and globally.
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3.2.1 Existing Features

The existing features extracted are duration, distance, pressure and speed. These features
were used in [Lu12, AW12] and are described below:

1. Duration: Time-stamps were recorded at each point on the trajectory as the users
perform the patterns from which global and local duration are calculated.

Global Duration =| press time − release time | (1)
Local Durationi =| Node timei+1 − Node timei | (2)

2. Distance: The distance is the numerical measure of how much a user’s pattern has
covered between two points. Two points (with x,y) and one-dimensional (with x or y)
distances are calculated using equations 3 and 4 respectively.

Two Points Distance =

√
i<m

∑
i=1

((xi− xi+1)2 +(yi− yi+1)2) (3)

One Dimensional Distancei =
i<m

∑
i=1
| xi−xi+1 | where m= number o f coordinates(4)

3. Pressure: The pressure sensor measured the amount of force exerted on the touch-
screen along the pattern trajectory. Minimum, maximum, median, average and stan-
dard deviation of the pressure were calculated both globally and locally.

4. Speed: Speed is the rate at which the users draw the pattern. It is obtained by dividing
the pattern distance (in pixels) and pattern duration (in time, ms), as shown in equation
5. Global and local speeds are used with their respective distances and durations.

Speed =
Distance
Duration

(5)

3.2.2 Proposed Feature

The proposed feature in this study is Dynamic Pattern Accuracy. Dynamic Pattern Accuracy
measures the consistency of the user in performing a pattern. The measurement was based
on the distance between a reference pattern path and the path from a user’s pattern (green
line in Figure 1). The reference path is represented by a line (invisible to the user - red line
in Figure 1) that goes through the centre of nodes. Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) was used
to measure the accuracy and the global and local mean and standard deviation of accuracy
were calculated and used as features.

3.3 Experimental Protocol

Every participant contributed seven samples (totalling 980 samples). The data set was di-
vided into two sets of 70 users. A genuine class was selected from one set, and the next five
classes were selected as imposters (i.e. five imposters per genuine user). We used a leave-
one-out data partition for train/test (and repeated seven times; hence, results are average of
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Fig. 1: Example of accuracy variation (from which global and local accuracy are extracted)

the runs). Genuine (train and test) samples were selected from the same set while imposter
(train and test) samples were selected from the other set - thus, the imposter train and test
samples do not overlap - simulating practical scenario where the imposters used in training
a system would not be the same imposters that would try to access the system.

Two experiments were conducted: first experiment investigated the performances of existing
features extracted at different levels. The second experiment investigated the performance
of proposed Dynamic Pattern Accuracy feature on the system performance, including the
impact when incorporated with existing features. All experiments were carried out on MAT-
LAB 9.0 (R2016a) using the LIBSVM library developed by Chang and Lin [CL11].

4 Results

4.1 Experiment One: Performance of individual features at local and global levels.

We present the performances of the existing category of features used in dynamic pattern
authentication. The features used are: distance, duration, pressure and speed. In the studies
above (Section 2), these features were extracted either globally or locally. Here, we provide
a comprehensive presentation of the features extracted highlighting the significance of the
holistic investigation. The performances are presented for all extraction levels (global, local
and combined), individual, and all features combined. The performances (EER and AUC)
are highlighted in Table 1.

Features
EER % AUC

Global Local Combined Global Local Combined
Distance 33.55 18.13 15.20 0.7561 0.9016 0.9224
Duration 37.71 24.18 23.80 0.6689 0.8374 0.8404
Pressure 26.78 17.80 17.89 0.8255 0.9034 0.9029
Speed 29.78 29.73 24.51 0.8029 0.7579 0.8347
All (Benchmark) 12.70 10.78 08.39 0.9445 0.9565 0.9700

Tab. 1: Performances (EER and AUC) of individual and combined features measured at global, local
and combined extraction levels

The table shows the discriminating power of features, individually and collectively, at varied
extraction levels. Analysing the global and local features, the best performing individual
feature was achieved using pressure feature with 17.80% EER and 0.9034 AUC on local
extraction. On the other hand, the worst performing feature was achieved using duration
feature with 33.55% EER and 0.6689 AUC on global extraction - performing slightly better
than random guessing (0.5 AUC).

However, the performances when all features are combined in their respective extraction lev-
els were interesting. When all global extraction of features were combined the performance
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was 12.70% EER (and 0.9445 AUC) and 10.78% EER (and 0.9565 AUC) when all local
features were combined. Overall, the combined local extraction of the features performed
better than the combined global extraction which suggests that there is higher discriminat-
ing potential (high variability between-class) in features at sampled points rather than the
whole pattern, generally.

On combining feature extraction levels, the best performing individual feature was distance
with 15.2% EER and 0.9224 AUC. The other features saw a substantial increase in per-
formance except for pressure, where the performance was best in local extraction rather
than combined - the decrease was marginal (0.09% EER and 0.0005 AUC). Although the
decrease was marginal, it suggests that not all combination of extraction levels on features
would increase the performance, some might even hinder the performance. The best perfor-
mance of 8.39% EER (and 0.9700 AUC) was achieved when all features were combined,
including global and local extractions.

Angulo and Wastland [AW12] used local extraction of speed (finger-in-between dot time)
and time (finger-in-dot time) features to achieve the best performance of 10.39% EER with
Random Forest classifier. Our best local extraction result was 10.78% EER with all features
combined. [AW12] result was obtained with 25-10 genuine train-test samples while ours
was with 6-1. However, [AW12] achieved 14.06% EER with SVM. De Luca et al. [Lu12]
used (x,y) coordinates, pressure, finger size, time and speed with DTW. They achieved best
performance (77% accuracy, 21% FAR and 19% FRR) with pressure, size and speed com-
bined. Using the same metrics, our performances were 9.84% FAR, 9.59% FRR and 90.20%
accuracy (9.71% EER) with pressure and speed.

4.2 Experiment Two: Performance of Proposed Features

Dynamic Pattern Accuracy was proposed for incorporation into Pattern Unlock authentica-
tion. The feature was derived from touch movement – described in 3.2.1. The performances
of the proposed feature are presented in two stages: 1) pattern with dynamic accuracy feature
(alone), and 2) pattern with all features. Table 2 highlights the performances.

With the dynamic accuracy as the implicit feature, the system performed similar to the ex-
isting features in that local extraction performed better than the global. The global dynamic
accuracy had an EER of 35.27% while having 24.38% EER on local dynamic accuracy. The
dynamic pattern accuracy feature with the benchmark improves the performance by 3.4%
EER (global) while marginal (0.13% EER) improvement on local extraction. In this case,
the global extraction performed better than the local extraction, an opposite outcome to the
benchmark features. When all extraction from the benchmark features and dynamic pattern
accuracy were combined, the best system performance was obtained of 8.08% EER. The
result compared to the benchmark was a increase by 0.31% EER - indicating a variable
impact of the local and global dynamic accuracy feature.

The two instances where global dynamic accuracy was used, the system performance has
increased while a decrease was observed with the use of local accuracy. Hence, we hypoth-
esise that the accuracy features extracted locally provide a negative influence on the system
performance. Further, the influence is highlighted in the combined case. To investigate, we
look at the performances of benchmark with global dynamic accuracy, benchmark with
local dynamic accuracy, and benchmark with combined dynamic accuracy. Between bench-
mark with combined levels of dynamic accuracy (8.08% EER) and benchmark with local
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dynamic accuracy (9.49% EER), there is a drop of 1.41% EER while an increase of 1.78%
EER was seen between benchmark with combined levels of dynamic accuracy (8.08% EER)
and benchmark with global dynamic accuracy (7.71% EER). Hence, we conclude that local
dynamic accuracy feature has a negative contribution to the performance of the system and
the best performance is achieved with benchmark and global dynamic accuracy features.

Features
EER % AUC

Global Local Combined Global Local Combined
Benchmark 12.70 10.78 08.39 0.9445 0.9565 0.9700
Accuracy 35.27 24.38 21.90 0.7214 0.8345 0.8577
Benchmark with
Accuracy

09.30 10.65 08.08 0.9661 0.9555 0.9696

Benchmark +
Global Accuracy

07.71 0.9738

Benchmark +
Local Accuracy

09.49 0.9662

Tab. 2: Performances (EER and AUC) of Proposed Features

The findings in this section confirm that Pattern Unlock possess dynamic features that could
be used to enhance its security without significant degradation to the usability. Further-
more, the dynamic features were extracted at different levels (global and local), and the
findings found the extractions to have variable discriminating power. Interestingly, the local
extraction performed better than the global extraction of same features, except for dynamic
pattern accuracy where the global outperformed the local extraction. When all extractions
were combined, the best performances were achieved. Therefore, we recommend investi-
gating different extractions and combination of features as not in all cases would the best
performance be the use of all features, in fact, it might cause a reduction in the performance.

The paper evaluated the impact of incorporating dynamic pattern accuracy features to Pat-
tern Unlock. First, the benchmark performance was found to have increased with dynamic
pattern accuracy on all feature extraction levels compared to without dynamic pattern ac-
curacy. The improvement was highest on the global level as the EER was reduced by 3.5
percentage points. On the local (and combined extraction) level, only a marginal reduction
was observed which prompted further investigation into the feature. We found that the local
extraction of the feature possesses lower discriminating power mainly due to high variabil-
ity and instability in the small sampled points caused by the temporal effect of user pattern.
But, system best performance was obtained with global dynamic pattern accuracy

5 Conclusion

The paper investigates the improvement approaches to Pattern Unlock authentication with
dynamic features. It presented a comprehensives evaluation of features and their extraction
levels. The results indicate, first, feature level extraction is essential and has a significant
impact on system performance, second, adding more features does not necessarily trans-
late to better system performance, Further, it is crucial when designing and implementing a
biometric system especially touch-based authentication systems, to evaluate the extraction
of features and their combinations as their fusion might not always produce the best sys-
tem performance mainly due to correlation with the class label.With these findings, feature
selection techniques could be implemented to measure the correlation between a class and
other features. The best features should have a high inter-class variation and low intra-class
variation; otherwise, the feature would be redundant - making the classifier less efficient
with more features, present over-fitting and achieve lower precision.
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In conclusion, the paper has shown viable avenues in which the Pattern Unlock security
could be significantly improved without affecting the usability. Further, the findings show
that the current layout and pattern creation policy does not have to be modified or changed to
improve the security of the scheme. However, even when the grid size is increased, pattern
creation restriction lifted, users can choose longer and more complex patterns which would
give more data points to the features and potentially higher discriminating power thereby
increasing the classification accuracy and the effort needed to compromise the layers.
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